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ANZ Investments brings you a brief snapshot of the week in markets  

Equity markets began the week strongly, but gains faded into the end of the week as economic data and 

geopolitical tensions tempered optimism. For the week, the S&P 500 fell 0.3%, while the NASDAQ 100 

fell around 1.5%. Down under, the NZX 50 and ASX 200 both ended the week around flat.  

The softer end to the week saw bonds gain, which pushed yields lower. The US 10-year treasury yield 

finished the week below 0.6%.  

What’s happening in markets 

Stock markets were on track for solid gains last week until Thursday, when economic data showed US 

jobless claims rose to 1.4 million, the first weekly rise in around four months. In addition, the previous 

week’s numbers were revised slightly higher.  

The worse-than-expected data comes as the US$600 per week unemployment benefit is set to roll off at 

the end of July, with the Senate seeking to ratify a new stimulus package. In the package, Democrats 

have proposed extending the weekly payments through January 2021, while Republicans are in favour of 

reducing it to somewhere between US$100 and $300 a week. Other key aspects to the stimulus package 

include a second round of direct payments to individuals, money for coronavirus testing and tracing and 

housing support.  

Elsewhere, geopolitical tensions didn’t help markets when on Friday, China ordered the US to close its 

consulate in Chengdu. This came after the US closed the Chinese embassy in Houston after claims agents 

were trying to steal data from facilities in Texas, including medical systems.  

On the coronavirus front, case numbers continue to pose concerns, with daily death tolls in the US rising 

above 1,000 for the first time since May, pushing the 7-day rolling average higher. Furthermore, ICU 

beds in states such as Florida, Texas and Arizona are nearing capacity, heightening the broader 

healthcare concerns.  

Meanwhile, the situation in Australia continues to worsen with cases in Victoria hitting record highs and 

several cases starting to pop up across the border in Sydney. The fiscal response in Australia is likely to 

see its budget deficit for the year ending 30 June, 2019 deepen to around A$85 billion, according to a 

statement from the Australian treasurer. The statement added that it could reach a deficit of around 

A$185 billion in the coming 12 months.  

On a more positive note, European Union leaders passed a €750 billion stimulus package that includes 

both grants and low-interest loans as the EU grapples with a slowdown of its economy.  

What’s on the calendar 

It’s a busy week in the US, with the Federal Reserve set to meet and a few key pieces of economic data 

that will continue to paint a clearer picture of the economic damage caused by the ongoing coronavirus 

pandemic.   

On Wednesday, the Fed is expected to keep interest rates unchanged with most of the focus on its 

rhetoric and any update to its forward guidance. While the Fed is reluctant to discuss politics, it will likely 

stress the importance of fiscal stimulus and how paramount it has been to the economy since the crisis.    

In economic data, the first reading of second-quarter GDP is expected to show a decline of around 30% 

(projections are wide-ranging) after lockdown measures in the US brought businesses in many states to a 

near-half during the three month period. It is likely to be the worst quarterly number on record. And 

again, weekly jobless claims figures will be closely watched.  

Other economic data we will be tracking this coming week includes: 

 US Michigan Consumer Sentiment and Current Conditions for July 

 The ANZ Business Confidence report for July 

 Australian second-quarter inflation 

 China NBS manufacturing and nonmanufacturing PMI data for July 

 

https://ministers.treasury.gov.au/ministers/josh-frydenberg-2018/media-releases/economic-and-fiscal-update
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Chart of the week 

The dominance of a handful of companies – Apple, Microsoft, Google…etc – has seen a significant number 

of companies underperform the broader market. Currently, nearly half of the companies in the S&P 500 

are underperforming the benchmark by more than 10%.    

 

 

 

 

Here’s what we’re reading 
 

With the US$600 per week unemployment benefit set to expire, here’s what some economists think 

about the policy on what it should look like going forward - 

https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/economists-think-congress-should-keep-paying-unemployed-

workers-600-a-week-or-even-more/ 

The story of Tekmerion Capital and how Bridgewater accused it of stealing its trade ideas - 

https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/b1mk5b2x2dgsdv/The-Origin-Story-of-Tekmerion-the-

Hedge-Fund-That-Ray-Dalio-s-Bridgewater-Says-Stole-Its-Trade-Secrets 
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